
men's mental health swindon talk about 

  f    physical activity and its connection 

 .....     ......with mental health

 
wiltssport.org                        @wiltssport               01225 781500

they were awarded.£5,500 of

Sport England funding to

raise awareness and promote

conversation around the issue 

tackling inequalities 
with Men's Mental Health Swindon

...... .  they've made a video series 

.......including tips on getting active

for targetted social media work



the charity GUL provides outdoor 

  f     activites to improve wellbeing for            

..        df vulnerable young people

WASP helped GUL to

..secure £4,000 of Sport

England funding 

tackling inequalities 
with God Unlimited (GUL)

...... .  this funding enabled the 

......GUL summer programme to

increase by 30%
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wiltshire CIL is managed and led by

  f      disabled people to support others

....    .............in the local community            ..       

df 

they secured £10,000 of

..Sport England funding

to help get people active 

tackling inequalities 
with Wiltshire Centre for Independent Living (CIL)

...... .  1:1 support and social media 

 ult campaigns help individuals to

overcome barriers to being active
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age UK wiltshire made and distributed

  f      200 activity packs to over 75s with 

 ....................long term health conditions            

..        df 

this was made possible

..with £3,125 of Sport

England funding 

tackling inequalities 
with Age UK Wiltshire

...... .  45% felt happier as a result

ult and 85% would like to continue

the activities in group sessions 
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parkinson's swindon found that lockdowns 

  f    had a very detrimental affect on their

..             members health and wellbeing
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they were awarded £10,000

by Sport England to address

this issue.

tackling inequalities 
with Parkinson's Swindon

...... . they were able to make their 

.......group sessions covid secure and

send hardcopy versions to homes
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The Wiltshire Service Users' Network run a

find your voice group. This offers people

with parkinson's and their carers time to

sing and be social. 

WASP helped WSUN to

...secure £10,000 of Sport

England funding 

tackling inequalities 
with Wiltshire Service Users' Network WSUN

...... .  the group now meets online

......and includes seated exercises

as many were previously inactive



inner flame offer an anxiety management 

  f    programme to young people aged  

 .....     ......16-24 with general anxiety
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they were awarded  ..

£10,000 of Sport England

funding for the programme

tackling inequalities 
with Innerflame

...... .  it successfully moved online,  

.......giving particpants the skills and

tools to significantly reduce anxiety 



shinepinehurst regularly work with young

  f      people to provide activities within

....    .............the local community   df 
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they secured £9,947 of

..Sport England funding to

get young people active 

tackling inequalities 
with Shinepinehurst

...... .   Activities are hugely popular 

 ult and are now offered in school

improving wellbeing and behaviour
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tackling inequalities 
with Alzheimer's Support

alzheimer's support offer movement for the    

......mind sessions for people with dementia

..........to improve physical and mental health     

.................... ..............and combat social-isolation.    

..        df 

.........From October to March 2021

.......they have delivered 105 

...Covid-secure activity sessions,

exceeding their initial target of 75

In October 2020 they were

awarded £9,975 of Sport

England funding to help
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tackling inequalities 
with Christ Church Community Centre

Christ Church Community Centre

deliver afternoon tea sessions involving

physical activity for vulnerable and

isolated older adults in Swindon. 

They were awarded  £1220 

 Sport England Funding

This allowed them to re-start the

afternoon tea sessions after lockdown

and run a 12-week programme focusing

on both the physical and social effects

that lockdown has had on older adults. 



Swindon Sports Forum are providing young

children and their families a safe space to

participate in a variety of free physical

activity sessions during school holidays 
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They received £5,00 of

Sport England Funding to

deliver the events  

tackling inequalities 
with Swindon Sports Forum 

The project enabled children to try

new activities and raised

awareness of opportunities to

participate in these activities within

their local communities. 
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tackling inequalities 
with Amber Foundation 

The Amber Foundation support unemployed and

homeless young people to gain confidence and

skills to enter employment and find

accommodation. 

 They were awarded £4918 to deliver

an outdoor activity programme to

support young people to gain

confidence and improve wellbeing. 

The programme provided young people

with motivation, self-discipline and skills.

This will support them to go into sustainable

accommodation and a job/training. . 


